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Welcome!
We’re glad you’re here!
The music of the Americas, north, central and south, offers a uniquely rich
pastiche of styles, colors and rhythms that is the direct result of the influences and
experiences that shape the musical thinking of today’s composers. Our company,
Cayambis Music Press, is not only proud to represent over 30 composers from
throughout the Americas, but we are particularly pleased to present a number of
works specifically composed for this evening’s program. At the same time, we are
honored by the collaboration of some of this area’s finest musicians. We would also
like to express our gratitude for the many demonstrations of support from groups
and individuals during the planning and preparation of this event.

	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  

Horace G. Fralin Program for

Global Studies
AT N O R T H C R O S S S C H O O L

is proud to sponsor the

Cayambis
Sinfonietta
and congratulate performers

Ben Smith ’15
and

Albert Newberry ’17

For more information about the
Global Studies Program, please contact Robert
Robillard at rrobillard@northcross.org.

The Cayambis Sinfonietta
Personnel
Baritone................................................................................... Theodore Sipes
Tenor .......................................................................................... Robert Chafin
Flute ........................................................................................Elizabeth Crone
Clarinet .............................................................................. Phillip Paglialonga
Saxophone..................................................................................... Robert Deis
Bassoon ........................................................................................ Amy Gillick
Violin ................................................................................. Nicole Paglialonga
Cello ............................................................................. Lisa Liske-Doorandish
Contrabass................................................................................. Yi-Wen Evans
Percussion ................................................................................. Annie Stevens
Piano .............................................................................................. *Dolly Hsu
Stage manager .............................................................................. David Wells
* Denotes Cayambis Artist

Dr. John L. Walker, conductor

Program
*SineModus, op. 84 .......................................... Miguel Santaella (Venezuela)
Mr. Chapin
Chacala .................................................................. Demian Galindo (Mexico)
*Eremuk ......................................................... Luis Pérez Valero (Venezuela)
traditional texts of the Pemon

Mr. Sipes
*Topographic Resonance .............................................. Kent Holliday (USA)
intermission
Sacrificio, el último salto de Nijinsky ........................... Alvaro Zúñiga (Peru)
poetry by Maritza Núñez Bejarano

Scene 1
Scene 2
Scene 3
Scene 4
Scene 5

Mr. Chapin
*Kugüe kirá ni ña .................................................. Carlos Camacho (Panama)
¡Pido venganza por el valiente! .......................................... René Silva (Chile)
poetry by Francisco Pezoa

Mr. Sipes
* Denotes world premier performance.

Program Notes
Born in Caracas, Venezuela in 1971, Miguel Ángel Santaella has studied
composition and choral conducting with renowned composers and conductors on
three continents. Also, he received undergraduate instruction in composition at the
Instituto Universitario de Estudios Musicales (IUDEM), having as his teachers
Ricardo Teruel, Miguel Ástor and Blas Emilio Atehortúa, among others.
He won the Caracas City Award for Music in the vocal, large symphonic and
short symphonic category several times, and obtained a Bronze Diploma in vocal
jazz with Sies Seis at Vokal.Total 2007. Currently he is the conductor of Escala
Áurea FAU UCV, VOCALIA, Música Venezolana A Cappella, SIES SEIS Jazz
Vocal and The NeoJazz Orchestra. He is also acting Vice President of the Choral
Federation for Central America and the Caribbean, and is a member of the
Venezuelan Society of Contemporary Music and the International Federation for
Choral Music.
Mexican composer Demian Galindo was born in 1980 in Guadalajara. He
studied composition with Manuel Cerda in the Universidad de Guadalajara, where
in 2008 he graduated with a Bachelors degree in composition. He received
additional instruction with Luca Belcastro, Song Company, Christopher Trebue
Moore, Ignacio Baca Lobera and Arturo Márquez.
Galindo has composed for film, theater and audiovisual media, and has
received commissions from a number of ensembles as well as from local and
international artists. His music has been performed in Australia, Chile, Cuba, the
United States and in several states within Mexico. Currently, Galindo is the
coordinator of “Germina.Cciones...,” a Latin American organization in Guadalajara
that promotes activities in music as well as in contemporary art. He is also on the
faculty of the Universidad de Guadalajara as an instructor of composition.
In Chacala, Galindo attempts to re-acquaint listeners to the sort of serene
place where one can find reflection, peace and spiritual rejuvenation.
Born in 1977, composer, director and investigator Luis Pérez Valero holds
two magister’s degrees, one in Hispanic and Latin American Music from Madrid’s
Complutense University and another in music from the Simón Bolivar University,
and a bachelor’s degree in music with a mention in composition from the University
of Musical Studies. While in Mexico as composer-in-residence for the National
Fund for Culture and Art and the National Cultural Council he composed the
oratorio, Cantares del Antiguo México. He was selected by the French Association
of Artistic Action to write Concert de Toulouse in the Cité Internationale des Arts
(Paris). Pérez Valero has directed choirs and orchestra, such as the Philharmonic
Orchestra of Carabobo, always as an advocate of contemporary music. Currently he
works as the director and founder of the 0,02 contemporary vocal music ensemble.
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Texts and Translations
Eremuk
Murumuratá yenú-kan
ö-pök iná ichí.

Like the eyes of a troupial
we are one against the other.

U-yapaí au-te-daú
e-venaí neke
A-venaimá-da
Wük ra’ pök
A-venaimá-da
Etünká donó
A-venaimá-da
Kowamü yak po sörö daú
A-venaimá-da

If you leave me
without any reason
I will follow you
Along the side of a hill
I will follow you
Under the roar of a thunderclap
I will follow you
Yesterday and today
I will follow you.

Konok daí
sakoroí potorö yenö pök man
Pakan daktaí
i maimú esetá pra man
Y-uadá tanná ye-putú pra ichí

In winter
comes the father of rage
Upon waking up
he doesn’t hear his own words
He looks but they don’t appear.

¿Ö-da au-yesak?
Antörön yurö
Tapüí estaremó kupuí
Tukar-rö erí nö poken
Morö yenín umaimú arimá-da
ama-pe.

Why have you come?
I have nothing
I am poor
The house is about to fall in
Because of this I send you
my word cautiously.

Sacrificio, el último salto de Nijinsky (translation by Marianella Pantoja)
-------- Scene

1 -------I am God. I am Man.
Semen. Flesh.
I am an embryo.
I am.
Madness.
Life.
Endless reason.
Beginning. End.
I am and will be.
Movement.
Nijinksy.

-------- Scene

Durante toda la noche
percibí la presencia de Dios.
Él me amó. Yo lo amé.
Dos amantes desposados!

2 -------I sensed God’s presence
during the entire night.
He loved me. I loved him.
Two married lovers!

Bailé holocaustos de creación.
El público entró en pánico
y empezó a reírse.

I danced holocausts of creation.
The audience panicked
and started laughing.

Soy Dios. Soy hombre.
Semen. Carne.
Soy embrión.
Soy.
Locura.
La vida.
Razón infinita.
Principio. Fin.
Soy y seré.
Movimiento.
Nijinsky.

texts and translations
Sacrificio, el último salto de Nijinsky, cont.
Bailé.
Me hacían señales para que me detenga,
yo reía.
Aquella noche bailé con Dios,
hasta que los cisnes me trajeron
a este infierno blanco.
-------- Scene

I danced.
They tried to stop me,
but I laughed.
That I night I danced with God,
until the swans brought me
to this white hell.

¡Me querían asesinar!
Los cisnes blancos me apuntan
con sus jeringas.
Una fuerza irresistible me arroja
al abismo.
Suspendido en el aire, observo
los mosaicos que la sangre
traza en la nieve.

3 -------They wanted to murder me!
The white swans point at me
with their needles.
An irresistible force pushes me
into the abyss.
Suspended in the air, I observe
the mosaics that blood draws
in the snow.

“Confiésale al mundo que estás loco.”
Es la voz de Dios; la reconozco
por la carraspera que
entre corta la frase
Ya podría Dios hacerme una visita
y traerme tinta.

“Confess your madness to the world.”
It is God’s voice; I recognize it
by the hoarseness
that cuts the phrase,
God could visit me
and bring me ink.

Si no me devolvéis el tintero,
If you do not return the ink bottle,
me abriré los pies
I will cut my feet open
con el bisturí, y llenaré
with the scalpel, and I will pour
la pluma estilográfica con mi sangre.
blood into the fountain pen!
Me habéis convertido en una bestia.

You have turned me into a beast.

Dios me exhibe en hospitales.
¡Odio la neutralidad de Dios!

God displays me at hospitals.
I hate God’s neutrality!

¡No estoy loco!
Soy un niño.
Amadme como a un niño.

I am not crazy!
I am a child.
Love me as if I were a child.

Los enanos habitan bajo mi cama.
Veintitrés enanos.
La muerte respira. ¡Enano blanco!

-------- Scene

4 -------Dwarves live under my bed.
Twenty-three dwarves.
Death breathes on me. White dwarf!

Matiushka…Madrecita mía…
Acoge a tu hijo, matiushka.
La muerte respire.
Soy un ángel derrotado a imagen y
semejanza de Dios.
Alicaído Dios.

Matiushka…Mother of mine…
Embrace your son, matiushka.
Death breathes.
I am an angel defeated in
God’s image and likeness.
God is weak!

The Pemon language, spoken by an ethnic group located in southern
Venezuela, is considered by many to have a poetic content that is particularly rich.
“Eremuk” means “songs” in this language, and it is the melodic and rhythmic
elements of this indigenous language that inspired Pérez Valero to compose this
work. The selected texts were derived from ancient Pemon traditions and portray
natural events, such as bird songs and thunder claps, as fundamental and subjective
elements that characterize the relationship between the individual and the world that
surrounds him. In his setting of these texts Pérez Valero uses a number of
contemporary vocal techniques, such as parlato and Sprechgesang.
Kent Holliday studied composition with Paul Fetler and Dominick Argento at
the University of Minnesota, where he received his Ph.D. in music theorycomposition in 1968. He subsequently did postgraduate work in Paris, France, and
at Dartmouth College and the University of New Hampshire. In 1969 he worked
with Pietro Grossi on computer music in the Studio di Fonologia S2FM in Florence,
Italy, and in 1988 studied composition on research leave with Witold Szalonek of
the Hochschule der Kunst in Berlin, Germany. He has taught composition, theory,
history, piano, and other courses in the humanities at Virginia Tech since 1974.
Dr. Holliday was the winner of the Virginia Music Teachers Association
Composition Competition in 1983, 1996, and 1999. His Four Evocations won first
place in the New Music Delaware Composition Competition in 1996. Edward
Mellen Press published his book, Reproducing Pianos Past and Present, in 1989.
His compact disk, Kent Holliday: a Piano Odyssey, was released in 2010 on the	
  

Carlos Camacho
One of the most active young musicians from his native
Panama, Carlos Camacho has been invited to various
festivals including the Eastern Music Festival, the Alfredo
de Saint Malo Festival, the Santa Catarina Music Festival,
and the Rome Music Festival among others. He has won
awards such as the Thomas Craigie Wagner II Scholarship,
the Texas PAS chapter scholarship, the Good Neighbor
scholarship and the IFARHU scholarship. He was also a
winner of the Berklee College of Music World Scholarship
tour, resulting in a scholarship to study with their five-week
performance program. His piece “π para vibráfono y
materiales vítreos” won the Fisher Tull Composition Award
in 2011. He has collaborated and premiered works of composers such as Peter
Garland, Kyle Gann, Brian Herrington, Ricardo Risco, Emiliano Pardo-Tristán and
Michael Byron, among others. Some of the groups with which he has performed
include the Pittsburgh Festival Orchestra, Alia Musica Pittsburgh, Resonance
Works Pittsburgh, and YOA Orchestra of the Americas. He holds a BM from Sam
Houston State University where he studied percussion with Dr. John Lane and
composition with Dr. Brian Herrington. He is currently finishing a master’s degree
in music from Carnegie Mellon University under Jeremy Branson, Chris Allen, and
Paul Evans. His music draws inspiration from Panamanian culture and focuses on
chamber music for percussion and other instruments.	
  

It’s still not too late to help!
The Sinfonietta is developing a dynamic program to take into the schools
and is exploring performance opportunities in the U.S. as well as abroad.
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1393942929/cayambis-sinfoniettainaugural-concerts-and-beyond

Use this link to make a secure contribution from anywhere in the world.

Robert Chafin
On the international opera, concert and recital stage,
Robert Chafin, a native of Christiansburg, VA, has
garnered accolades for his dramatic interpretation and
versatile creativity. Chafin has over seventy operas in
his repertoire and has performed as a guest artist in
New York City Opera and Carnegie Hall. He has
performed internationally in Berlin (the Deutsche Oper
and Philarmonie), Salzburg Summer Festival, Stockholm, Vienna, Frankfurt, Strasbourg, Leipzig, Brüssels,
Helsinki, Dresden and Israel (Tel Aviv and Jerusalem).
He has critically acclaimed recordings of the operas of
Franz Schreker (Flammen and Christophorus), Richard
Strauss (Die Liebe der Danae), Leonard Bernstein
(Candide), Beethoven’s 9th Symphony, Stravinsky
songs and the Hindemith Oratorio (Das Unafuhörliche)
for CD and TV productions. Also at home on the concert stage Robert Chafin has
appeared throughout Europe and the United States with leading conductors and
musical directors such as Riccardo Muti, Marc Albrecht, Donald Runnicles, Nicolas
McGegan and Leon Botstein. In addition to performing, Chafin is making a name as
a masterclass technician, teacher and artist-in-residence in the U.S. and Europe, a
regular guest artist/faculty member of Summerfest in Pittsburgh and a founding
member of the faculty at the Napa Music Festival in California (2014). Upcoming
performances include Elijah (Philadelphia and Prague) and Canio in Pagliacci
(Switzerland).
Spotlight on North Cross…
Born in 1999, Albert Newberry has been studying classical piano, music theory,
and just recently—jazz improvisations with John Salmon at UNC Greensboro.
Two summers ago, Albert recorded his first jazz album, From the Sublime to the
Ridiculous, collaborating with a drummer and a saxophonist. His jazz piece,
“Tritone Blues,” was one of the winners of the 2013 Herb Alpert Young Jazz
Composers Awards. Albert won first place in jazz performance (high school
level) at University of West Virginia, “The Intersection of Jazz and Classical
Music Piano Festival and Competition,” 2014. He was also a finalist in classical
performance, both at University of West Virginia and Old Dominion University,
“Harold Protsman Classical Period Piano Competition,” 2014.

Acknowledgments
We would like to acknowledge the gracious collaboration of the following
individuals, without whose participation our concerts would not have been possible.
«
«
«
«
«
«
«

Michael Dunston, Media Production, Virginia Tech
Charles Dye, Cinema Production, Virginia Tech
Phillip Paglialonga, Music, Virginia Tech
Robert Robillard, Global Studies, North Cross School
Theodore Sipes, Sipes Vocal Studio
María Elvira Vera Tatá, Graduate Teaching Assistant, Virginia Tech
The members of the Kappa Kappa Psi music fraternity, Virginia Tech

The mission of the Cayambis Sinfonietta is to promote awareness of and
inspire heightened appreciation for the richly unique pastiche of styles, colors
and rhythms that characterize Latin American classical music for small
ensembles. In addition, a major objective of the Sinfonietta is to engage in
innovative outreach activities that will reach all kinds of audiences.
We would like to thank the following individuals without whose generous
support the Sinfonietta would be unable to realize its goals.
Bronze ($50 to $99)
Elisabeth Austin and Chris Bibeau
Indigo Farms Seafood
Kent Holliday

Silver ($100 to $249)
Dr. Chris Baluzzo

Gold ($250 to $999)
Phyllis Garnett-Deakin, DVM

Platinum ($1000 and up)
Would you like to see your name here?

We’ve made it convenient to contribute by either check or credit card. As a
new ensemble we depend on the liberal support of community members in
order to ensure the inception and development of our concerts and programs.
Thank you!	
  
http://www.cayambismusicpress.com/donate.asp

John L. Walker
After receiving a bachelor’s degree from Drake
University, John Walker continued his musical
studies at Temple University as a student of
Philadelphia Orchestra member Louis Rosenblatt. In
1995 he graduated with a doctoral degree from the
University of Nebraska after completing a
dissertation on Latin American chamber music.
Since that time, he has published a number of
articles and presented papers at international conferences throughout the Americas.
Walker has held many professional positions, including principal oboe of the
Orquesta Sinfónica de Guadalajara, the United States Air Force Heritage of
America Band and the Orquesta Sinfónica del Ecuador. While in Ecuador he was
also on the faculty of the National Conservatory, where he taught oboe and music
history. He has performed as a soloist with the St. Louis Chamber Orchestra, the
Orquesta Sinfónica de Loja and with several other orchestras and symphonic bands.
Walker has gained extensive experience as a band and wind chamber ensemble
conductor, and has particularly focused on the symphonic repertoire for band, such
as the Hindemith and Berlioz symphonies and other large-scale works for winds. As
a guest conductor, Walker has led symphonic bands in Ecuador and has also guest
conducted the University City Symphony Orchestra.
Walker joined the faculty of Virginia Tech in 2011 after serving eight years as
associate professor of music and instrumental music program coordinator at St.
Charles Community College. He currently teaches oboe and music theory.

texts and translations
Sacrificio, el último salto de Nijinsky, cont.
Bailé.
Me hacían señales para que me detenga,
yo reía.
Aquella noche bailé con Dios,
hasta que los cisnes me trajeron
a este infierno blanco.
-------- Scene

I danced.
They tried to stop me,
but I laughed.
That I night I danced with God,
until the swans brought me
to this white hell.

¡Me querían asesinar!
Los cisnes blancos me apuntan
con sus jeringas.
Una fuerza irresistible me arroja
al abismo.
Suspendido en el aire, observo
los mosaicos que la sangre
traza en la nieve.

3 -------They wanted to murder me!
The white swans point at me
with their needles.
An irresistible force pushes me
into the abyss.
Suspended in the air, I observe
the mosaics that blood draws
in the snow.

“Confiésale al mundo que estás loco.”
Es la voz de Dios; la reconozco
por la carraspera que
entre corta la frase
Ya podría Dios hacerme una visita
y traerme tinta.

“Confess your madness to the world.”
It is God’s voice; I recognize it
by the hoarseness
that cuts the phrase,
God could visit me
and bring me ink.

Si no me devolvéis el tintero,
If you do not return the ink bottle,
me abriré los pies
I will cut my feet open
con el bisturí, y llenaré
with the scalpel, and I will pour
la pluma estilográfica con mi sangre.
blood into the fountain pen!
Me habéis convertido en una bestia.

You have turned me into a beast.

Dios me exhibe en hospitales.
¡Odio la neutralidad de Dios!

God displays me at hospitals.
I hate God’s neutrality!

¡No estoy loco!
Soy un niño.
Amadme como a un niño.

I am not crazy!
I am a child.
Love me as if I were a child.
-------- Scene

Los enanos habitan bajo mi cama.
Veintitrés enanos.
La muerte respira. ¡Enano blanco!

4 -------Dwarves live under my bed.
Twenty-three dwarves.
Death breathes on me. White dwarf!

Matiushka…Madrecita mía…
Acoge a tu hijo, matiushka.
La muerte respire.
Soy un ángel derrotado a imagen y
semejanza de Dios.
Alicaído Dios.

Matiushka…Mother of mine…
Embrace your son, matiushka.
Death breathes.
I am an angel defeated in
God’s image and likeness.
God is weak!

program notes
Centaur Records label. In 2006 Holliday received an honorable mention from the
prestigious and highly competitive Michigan Music Teachers Association
Composition Competition for his Temporal Longitudes for flute and piano. More
recently, Dr. Holliday received his tenth ASCAPLUS award for the SCI recording
of his work Tango Exótico, and in 2012 he won the Barto Prize, an international
competition for a solo piano composition with a literary reference, for his original
piano solo composition, Incantations from the Popul Vuh.
Born in Lima, Peru, in 1978, Alvaro Zúñiga began studying composition
with Walter Casas in 1996. He subsequently entered the National Conservatory of
Music where he studied with Enrique Iturriaga and José Sosaya. In 2007 he
participated in the Brasilia School of Music’s 29th International Summer Classes,
where he studied film and television music with Eugenio Matos. Currently, he
teaches music theory at the National Conservatory and also at the Orson Welles
Institute in Lima.
Zúñiga’s works have been performed by a number of well-known ensembles
and soloists, such as the Eco Ensemble, flutist Flor Vega and percussionist Alonso
Acosta. In 2007 oboist Carlos Otárola and guitarist Amanda Cook premiered his
Canción para que se vaya tu sombra, which is based on Eduardo González Viaña’s
story, Homónimo. Zúñiga’s work Introverso, for clarinet, saxophone and piano was
presented in 2011 by the Thelema Trio at Bowling Green and Western Oregon
universities as well as at an international contemporary music festival held in Peru.
Sacrificio, el último salto de Nijinsky (Sacrifice, Nijinksy’s Final Jump), was
composed and premiered in 2012 as part of a national project in Peru to create new
operas by Peruvian composers. The initiative of Peruvian novelist Maritza Núñez,
who is the also the author of the project libretti, five operas were premiered in Peru
that year.	
  	
  
Born in Santiago de Chile in 1984, René Silva is a composer and orchestra
conductor. He obtained his bachelor’s degree in Composition in the University of
Chile under the guidance of Professor Rafael Díaz, with whom he developed and
deepened his interest in Latin American indigenous and religious music, while at
the same time realizing investigative and ethnomusicological research. In 2012 he
received a scholarship in order to pursue post-graduate instruction under Jorge Pepi.
An additional scholarship allowed Silva to study composition in Peru with Celso	
  

Theodore Sipes
With degrees in vocal pedagogy and performance
from Roberts Wesleyan College and the University
of Michigan, Tadd Sipes, baritone, maintains a
vocal studio with a fast growing reputation in the
New River and Roanoke Valleys. Dr. Sipes’
experience as a performer, church musician and
instructor makes him a unique contributor to the
musical life of “the Burgs.” A husband to Erica
Sipes and a father to Emma, contributing to the
success of their lives and experiencing life with
them is the great joy of his life.

program notes
Garrido-Lecca. Since 2012 he has been a member of the National Association of
Composers (ANC). Currently he is a professor of music education in the
Universidad Andrés Bello. His catalog includes a number of different genres, of
which many have been premiered in Chile, Argentina and France in various
festivals and cycles of contemporary music.
Francisco Pezoa was a popular poet, who, around the beginning of the 20th
century, took part in the effort to extend the anarchist movement into Chile’s mining
region. This caused numerous conflicts, the most tragic of which took place in
1907: To put an end to a weeklong strike, the military forcibly dislodged from a
school the thousands of striking workers who had gathered there. Using spoken
declamations, Silva uses Pezoa’s “Canto a la Huelga,” the first to immortalize the
massacre, as the basis for a dramatic retelling of the fateful events of that day.
Kügue kirá ni ña (The History of the Rabbit Indians) is inspired in a legend
about the indigenous people who lived in the western area of present-day Panama.
According to tradition, the Rabbit Indians (ña) were fierce warriors, perhaps even
cannibalistic, who were constantly being attacked by other groups. Because of this,
the ña and the neighboring ngöbes-buglé established an alliance that both thought
would be mutually beneficial and long lasting. However, the ña assassinated a
female ngöbes-buglé, which provoked their king to demand that the ña revive her.
The ña refused, and in a wave of hate and violence one of the ña concubines was
killed. Even after the arrival of the Conquistadors the two groups lived in a state of
bloody and perpetual warfare, and even though they now also battled against a
common enemy, the two groups are said to have never reconciled their differences.	
  
Spotlight on North Cross…
Ben Smith has studied piano for eleven years and violin for six. He serves
as both the pianist and a first violin in the Roanoke Youth Symphony Orchestra.
Ben has recently performed in his seventh consecutive International Program
for the National Guild Auditions, attaining the Top Talent Circle for the seventh
time, and he will also represent Southwest Virginia in the State Piano Audition
later this month. Ben also serves as the president of the Thursday Morning
Music Club Junior Division.

	
  

